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Chapter 137 

At four o’clock in the afternoon, Joseph returned to Junlin Group. He called Logan in. 

“Mr.Dawson, what orders do you have?” Logan said respectfully to Joseph. 

Joseph smiled and said, “Paige will come to the Junlin Group to work tomorrow. You ask Bethany and 

Ava to come here tonight so that they can be a companion for Paige in the future.” 

Logan nodded with a smile. “Yes, Mr.Dawson. I’ll arrange it right away. The two of them will come over. 

But the position…” Joseph said, “You can discuss it with Ren Pingsheng. We are all on the same side, at 

least a senior executive. Bethany is capable. As for Ava, train her first.” 

“Okay, Mr.Dawson, I get it. I’ll arrange it now….” Logan said respectfully. 

Joseph nodded. He had already arranged everything for Paige. Half a month later, he would let Logan, 

Dennis, and Ernie directly enter Jun Lin. The three old men, plus Ren Pingsheng, were in charge of Jun 

Lin Group, so there would not be any problems for Paige to manage the company. As for Logan, Dennis, 

Ernie, had joined into Junlin Group. This was also a good thing for them. 

As the vice president of Junlin Group, their vision would spread to the whole world! After all, no matter 

what those small companies did, they could not reach Jun Lin’s level. Not to mention that Joseph was 

behind Junlin Group. With the support of the entire Dragon Temple, Logan and the others were 

extremely excited and expectant. After all, Joseph had returned. Even if he did not ask about Junlin 

Group, as long as he was here, as long as he had the support of the Dragon Temple, whose reputation 

shocked the whole Outer Region, they were confident that they could do more, stronger, and become 

the real overlord of the world! 

After Joseph finished arranging the affairs of Bethany and Ava, he took Serena and Chloe home. When 

Serena got home, Estella and Yahir were very happy to see Serena’s new car, especially Estella, who had 

driven the Porsche of Yayu several times. During the whole process, Estella and Yahir did not ask where 

the money for the car came from. After all, their son-in-law was the seventh commander of the Frogua 

military. What was wrong with buying a car? They could not enjoy life when fighting on the Outer 

Region battlefield, and it was time for him to enjoy life. This was the thought of Yahir, and Estella was 

obviously led astray by Yahir. 

The two elders were completely unrestrained. After suffering for most of their lives, they wanted to 

enjoy life. 

Estella said to Joseph with a smile, “Well, Joseph, I want to go back to my parents’ home tomorrow. Can 

you go with me?” Joseph glanced at Estella with a smile and instantly understood what she meant. Then 

he nodded and said, “Well, okay, I’m fine anyway. Mom, I’ll go with you tomorrow.” Stella was very 

excited when I hear that. Estella would return to her hometown with her proud son-in-law, the seventh 

commander of the Frogua’s military and has ten War Gods under her command. Such a peerless figure is 

her son-in-law. In the past, when she married to a small place like Oplen, her family members often 

looked her down. 

She must show off this time!” 



“Well, let’s go together and let Paige go to work. By the way, Joseph, is everything okay when Paige goes 

back to work? Her company didn’t mention her, did they? She hasn’t finished her work yet.” Estella 

asked Joseph with some concern as she spoke. 

Joseph smiled and said, “They don’t dare to do that. Don’t worry, Mom. It’s okay. Besides, I told Paige to 

resign from the company. Tomorrow, she will go directly to the largest company in Usmait City, Junlin 

Group, to work.” 

Estella nodded seriously. In her heart, since her son-in-law was so excellent, her daughter must also 

become excellent. 

Even if she was not excellent in the past, she would be excellent in the future. So she said, “Well when 

Paige comes back, I will talk to her and ask her to work hard. You will go to Vowhye to report on your 

work in a period of time. Then Paige can’t be a small employee anymore, or she will disgrace you.” 

“Hahaha.’ Before Estella could finish her words, Serena, who was standing next to her, burst into 

laughter. Her laughter was very strange. “Are you kidding me? A small employee? Stop fooling around. 

The whole Junlin Group will belong to my sister, okay? Oh, my dear mom, could you please put in a good 

word for me? I want to join Junlin Group too.” 

Estella looked at Serena in confusion. She didn’t know what the girl was laughing at, but she was 

confused. Serena was smiling, Joseph was laughing, and so was Chloe. 

Chloe was sensible. She had promised Joseph that they would give her mother a surprise and keep it a 

secret. Then Chloe would really keep it a secret and would not reveal it to others. 

At eight o’clock in the evening, the Caesar Hotel in Usmait City had been booked by Shangguan Bo, 

because he was going to hold the annual dinner of the company today. At seven o’clock in the evening, 

before the banquet began, the executives of Usmait Industries, as well as the direct descendants of the 

Shangguan family, had already begun to enter. Those who could participate in this banquet, be it, men 

or women, had a very high status. 

The Shangguan family was the top family in Usmait City. If it were not for the pressure of Junlin Group, 

the Shangguan family would be the biggest family in Usmait City. Therefore, the people who could 

attend this banquet were almost all the top figures in Usmait City. The women were also the top 

socialites of all walks of life. 

As for Paige, she had followed Shangguan Tong here early. She was a little flustered because she rarely 

attended such a top- level gathering. She did not understand many things. The only time she had 

attended before was at the Yin family’s dinner two months ago. However, that time, she had also sat in 

the corner of the back row and did not communicate with anyone else except for Leng Yijun. 

But it was different with this banquet. Shangguan Tong accompanied her and had been standing in the 

centre of the hall. There were always top socialites in Usmait City coming to greet her with a glass of 

wine. Paige also nodded nervously. As for those top socialites in Usmait City, they all had their own 

social circles. Among the top women in Usmait City, they knew almost all of them. 

However, they were very unfamiliar with this Paige who suddenly appeared. However, she was 

accompanied by Shangguan Tong, who seemed very close to her. Therefore, those top socialites in 

Usmait City were constantly guessing her identity and secretly guessing who she was. 



They all knew about this banquet. They heard that a real big shot would come, including Lu Tianxun, the 

director of the Police Department of Usmait City, Si Tianzheng, the vice president of the Government 

Affairs Department, Ren Pingsheng, the vice president of Junlin Group, Wang Tianhai, the God of War of 

the Tianhai Department, Yin Zheng, the head of the Yin 

family, Bradley, the head of the Armstrong family, Lewis, the head of the Gordon family, Dennis, Ernie, 

and Logan, the richest man in Oplen City, all of them would come. These socialites and the top women 

in Usmait City were all nervous and determined. 

For a while, they didn’t know what the purpose of the banquet was. 

Because they received the invitation to the banquet very suddenly at four o’clock in the afternoon, and 

the invitation to the banquet was personally invited by Shangguan Bo, the old master of the Shangguan 

family. Therefore, they didn’t dare to refuse, and they were very anxious to choose clothes, dress up, 

and then hurry over. 

When they arrived at the hotel, the first wrong thing was Paige, who Shangguan Tong had been 

accompanying. 

They all felt that something was wrong. 

“Paige, Paige, you’re here as well. At this moment, Yin Chaoge and Leng Yijun, who had just gone to 

Paige’s house in the morning, ran all the way to Paige. Yin Chaoge and Leng Yijun were also wearing long 

black lace dresses, with low chests and back exposed. Their skin was fair, and their white feet were 

wearing high heels. 

When Leng Yijun and Yin Chaoge saw that Paige was also there, they were also very surprised, so they 

ran all the way over. 

Paige smiled and said to them, “Well, today is the annual dinner of Usmait Industries. I’m an employee 

of the company, so I’m here.” Leng Yijun and Yin Chaoge took a look at her and nodded with a smile. 

They had some doubts in their hearts. This was the first time that she had really shown up in such a 

high-end and top-level occasion. The two of them could almost guess something in an instant. 

Mm, It must be Joseph who wanted to make Paige show herself. Some of his identities would be 

revealed to her. Yin Chaoge and Leng Yijun understood almost at the same time. 

Paige didn’t know what Yin Chaoge and Leng Yijun were thinking. She smiled at Leng Yijun and Yin 

Chaoge and said, “Chaoge, Yijun, you two should know Shangguan Tong, right? 

Leng Yijun and Yin Chaoge glanced at Shangguan Tong, nodded with a smile, and said, “Yes, I know her. I 

met her when I was very young. 

Yin Chaoge reached out to Shangguan Tong and said, “Tongtong, I haven’t seen you for many years. You 

are getting more and more beautiful.” 

Shangguan Tong also shook hands with Yin Chaoge with a smile and said, “Well, Chaoge, long time no 

see. You are much more beautiful than me.” 

“Miss Shangguan, nice to meet you, I’m Leng Yijun of Chaoge Technology. We’ve met before.” Leng 

Yijun reached out to greet Shangguan Tong with a smile. 



Shangguan Tong continued to smile and nod. “Miss Leng, you didn’t tell me before that you and Paige 

are college classmates. If i had known earlier, we would have become best friends earlier. Haha, come 

on, let’s go to our seats. My grandfather and the others are coming soon.” 

After the four women greeted each other, they immediately burst into laughter. Any one of them was a 

top beauty. They were together, they immediately attracted the attention of all the top socialites. 

Because they knew that Shangguan Tong and Yin Chaoge were too powerful. But then, what shocked 

them more was that Paige who they didn’t know was standing in the middle! Yin Chaoge and Shangguan 

Tong were enthusiastically standing on both sides of the Paige. 

Perhaps Paige didn’t think much of it, but the others at the banquet were very shocked. Shangguan Tong 

was like that, and now the Yin family’s Yin Chaoge was like that. Who was that Paige? Why hadn’t they 

heard of her before? And judging from her behaviour, she didn’t look like a girl from a rich family. Why 

was it that both Shangguan Tong and Yin Chaoge were led by Paige? 

At this moment, an excited voice sounded in the whole hall, “Everyone, quiet! Silence! The most 

important guests of our banquet have arrived tonight! Now, the most distinguished guest of our 

banquet, the new seventh commander of the military of the Frogua, Joseph Dawson, Mr. Dawson, come 

in!!! 

Boom… Immediately, the guests burst into an uproar. It turned out that there would be such a great 

figure coming! That was the seventh commander of the Frogua military! 

However, before they could be shocked, at the gate of the hall, Joseph, who was in a black straight suit 

with a natural superior aura, slowly stepped in and followed by Wang Tianhai, the God of War of the 

Usmait Military, Lu Tianxun, the chief of the Police Department, Si Tianzheng, the chief of the 

Government Affairs Department, Shangguan Bo, the head of the Shangguan family, Yin Zheng, the head 

of the Yin family, Bradley, the head of the Armstrong family, Lewis, the head of the Gordon family, and 

Dennis, Ernie, and Logan who were the new rich in Usmait. 

Joseph was surrounded by people and walked toward the hall like an emperor. 

All the people at the banquet were shocked. This identity was too powerful… The seventh commander 

of the Frogua’s military was such a big shot. 

 


